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Layout of the PHENIX detector for 
Brookhaven's RHIC heavy ion collider, with an 
axial field magnet. 

The Committee also recommended 
that two groups which presented let
ters of intent for smaller experiments 
proceed to the preparation of propos
als. A Brookhaven/Strasbourg/ 
Beijing/NYU/Texas A&M/SSL-
Berkeley collaboration will develop a 
Forward Angle and a Midrapidity 
Hadron Spectrometer; and a 
Brookhaven/lowa State/INP 
(Krakow)/Jagellonian University 
(Krakow)/MIT/lllinois (Chicago)/Mary-
land/Wayne State collaboration will 
develop PHOBOS, a study of very 
low transverse momentum 
phenomena. 

SACLAY 
Eta mesons at Saturne 

Using a nuclear reaction, the new 
tagged eta meson facility now operat
ing at the French Saturne National 
Laboratory in Saclay produces eta 
mesons (together with recoil helium-3 
nuclei) by proton bombardment of a 
deuterium target. The proton beam is 
extracted from the Saturne synchro
tron at 893 MeV, stabilized to 80 keV. 
This is a scant 1.5 MeV above the 

reaction threshold and close to the 
energy where eta production peaks. 

The etas come out nearly mono
chromatic and in a narrow cone 
around the beam direction, facilitating 
the design of the eta decay detector. 
The recoil helium-3 emerges around 
the beam direction and signals the 
production of the eta. 

The helium-3 is detected by the 
SPES II spectrometer which sepa
rates the ions from the unused inci
dent proton beam. SPES II has had 
a distinguished career including a six 
year stint at CERN for investigations 
of hypernuclear and antiproton phys
ics. 

Previous work on eta decay has 
been carried out mainly using pro
duction by negative pions on protons 
at an incident pion energies well 
above threshold so the etas are not 
monochromatic. Tagging with the ac
companying neutrons is not an easy 
task. 

The new eta facility provides a 92% 
pure eta source and yields routinely 
10 8 tagged etas per day. The possi
bility of a 50-fold increase of this yield 
has been demonstrated, although 
this is accompanied by a high 
hadronic background from the pro
duction target (the short-lived etas 
decay before they can leave the pro
duction target). 

With the new facility, sensitive 
searches for rare and forbidden de
cays become possible. As a first ex
periment, a major international col
laboration has made a convincing 
measurement of the branching ratio 
for the rare eta decays into two 
charged muons, about 5 x 10 6 . This 
preliminary result is close to the mini
mum (unitarity limit) calculated for 
this electromagnetic process, and is 
in agreement with most models. 

In this first experiment at the Saclay 
eta facility, new upper limits were 
also obtained on some rare and for-

BROOKHAVEN 
PHENIX arises 

At its February meeting, 
Brookhaven's High Energy and Nu
clear Physics Program Advisory 
Committee reviewed the status of the 
PHENIX (Photon Hadron Electron 
Nuclear Interaction experiment) pro
posal for the RHIC heavy ion collider. 

The committee was pleased with 
the progress made by the collabora
tion and approved the preparation of 
a formal proposal. It is anticipated 
that a preliminary conceptual design 
report will be available for review at 
the September Committee meeting. 
This action puts PHENIX on an equal 
footing with the other major RHIC ex
periment, STAR (Solenoidal Tracking 
At RHIC, November 1991, page 17). 

As a complement to STAR, 
PHENIX will focus specifically on 
electromagnetic signals and should 
be able to exploit the highest RHIC 
luminosities. It uses an axial field 
magnet and two central electron/pho-
ton/hadron spectrometers each cov
ering 90 degrees in azimuth, where a 
range of detector options is being 
kept open. Muons would be inter
cepted in a forward detector arm. 
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